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Abstract
In this part of the series five-dimensional tangent vectors are introduced first as equivalence
classes of parametrized curves and then as differential-algebraic operators that act on scalar
functions. I then examine their basic algebraic properties and their parallel transport in
the particular case where space-time possesses a special local symmetry. After that I give
definition to five-dimensional tangent vectors associated with dimensional curve parameters
and show that they can be identified with the five-vectors introduced formally in part I. In
conclusion I speak about differential forms associated with five-vectors.
1. Five-vectors as equivalence classes
of parametrized curves
A. Definition
Consider a set ℜ of all smooth parametrized curves
going through a fixed space-time point Q. I will lable
these curves with calligraphic capital Roman letters:
A, B, C, etc. The parameter of curve A will be de-
noted as λA.
If f is a real scalar function defined in the vicinity
of Q, one can evaluate its derivative at Q along a
given curve A:
df(P (λA))
dλA
∣∣∣∣
λA=λA(Q)
,
and I will denote this derivative as ∂Af |Q.
Let us focus our attention on the behaviour of
curves in the infinitesimal vicinity of Q. From that
point of view, ℜ can be divided into classes of equiv-
alent curves that coincide in direction or in direction
and parametrization. One can consider three degrees
to which two given curves, A and B, may coincide:
1. The two curves come out of Q in the same direc-
tion. A more precise formulation is the following:
there exists a real positive number a such that
for any scalar function f
∂Af |Q = a · ∂Bf |Q. (1)
2. The two curves come out of Q in the same di-
rection and in the vicinity of Q their parameters
change with equal rates. More precisely: for any
scalar function f
∂Af |Q = ∂Bf |Q. (2)
3. The two curves come out of Q in the same direc-
tion; their parameters change with equal rates in
the vicinity of Q; and the values of these param-
eters at Q are the same. This means that
λA(Q) = λB(Q) (3a)
and for any scalar function f
∂Af |Q = ∂Bf |Q. (3b)
It is a simple matter to check that relations (1),
(2) and (3) are all equivalence relations on ℜ, and
for each of them one can consider the corresponding
quotient set—the set whose elements are classes of
equivalent curves.
Relation (1) is of no interest to us and I will not
consider it any further.
The elements of the quotient set corresponding to
relation (2) will be denoted with capital boldface Ro-
man letters: A, B, C, etc. According to relation (2),
the derivative of any scalar function f at Q is the
same for all curves belonging to a given class A, so it
makes sense to introduce the notation ∂Af |Q.
In a natural way, one can define the addition of
two equivalence classes A and B: A + B is such an
equivalence class that for any scalar function f one
has
∂A+Bf |Q = ∂Af |Q + ∂Bf |Q.
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It is easy to prove that such a sum exists for any pair
of equivalence classes.
In a similar manner one can give definition to the
product of an equivalence class A and a real number
k: kA is such an equivalnce class that
∂kAf |Q = k · ∂Af |Q
for any scalar function f . Again, one can verify that
kA exists for any A and any k.
With thus defined addition and multiplication by
a real number, the set of all equivalence classes cor-
responding to relation (2) becomes a vector space.
This space is four-dimensional, and I will denote it as
V4. As it will be discussed in section 2, the elements
of V4 can be identified with four-dimensional tangent
vectors, so in the following I will refer to them as to
four-vectors.
Let us now turn to the quotient set associated with
relation (3). Its elements will be denoted with lower-
case boldface Roman letters: a, b, c, etc. As in the
case of four-vectors, one can introduce the notation
∂af |Q for the common value of the derivatives of any
scalar function f along all the curves belonging to
a given equivalence class a. Similarly, the common
value of the parameters of all these curves at Q will
be denoted as λa(Q).
One can now give the following definitions to the
sum of two equivalence classes a and b and to the
product of an equivalence class a and a real number
k: a+ b and ka are such equivalence classes that
λa+b(Q) = λa(Q) + λb(Q),
λka(Q) = k · λa(Q)
and for any scalar function f
∂a+bf |Q = ∂af |Q + ∂bf |Q,
∂kaf |Q = k · ∂af |Q.
One can easily check that such a sum and such a prod-
uct exist respectively for any two equivalence classes
and for any equivalence class and any real number.
These two operations turn the quotient set associated
with relation (3) into a vector space, whose dimen-
sion is evidently five. Let us denote this space as V5
and call its elements five-dimensional tangent vectors
or simply five-vectors. In section 2 I will consider an-
other, equivalent representation for these vectors and
later on will show that they have all the formal prop-
erties of those five-vectors that have been introduced
in part I.
B. Structure of the five-vector space
As any other vector space, V5 is completely isotropic
with respect to its two composition laws and has no
distinguished direction nor any other distinguished
subspace of nonzero dimension. However, one can
distinguish two subspaces in V5 by associating them
with certain classes of parametrized curves.
Let us consider all those curves from ℜ for which
∂f |Q = 0 for any scalar function f . It is evident that
all these curves belong to the same equivalence class
with respect to relation (2) and that this class is the
zero vector in V4. With respect to relation (3), the
considered curves belong to equivalence classes that
make up a one-dimensional subspace in V5, which I
will denote as E . One can say that E is made up by
all those five-vectors that do not correspond to any
direction in the manifold.
Another distinguished subspace in V5 can be ob-
tained by considering all those curves from ℜ for
which λ(Q) = 0. The four-vectors corresponding to
these curves are all the vectors of V4. The correspond-
ing five-vectors make up a four-dimensional subspace
in V5, which I will denote as Z. It is easy to see
that E and Z have only one common element—the
zero vector, and that V5 is the direct sum of E and
Z. The components of an arbitrary five-vector u in
these two subspaces will be denoted as uE and uZ ,
respectively.
Other properties of E and Z will be discussed be-
low.
C. Relation between four- and five-vectors
As it follows from the definition of four- and five-
vectors given above, there exists a set-theoretic rela-
tion between V4 and V5: the former is the quotient
set corresponding to the following equivalence rela-
tion on V5:
a ≡ b⇔ ∂af |Q = ∂bf |Q for any scalar function f.
Denoting this relation as R, one has V4 = V5/R.
The fact that A is the equivalence class of a will
be denoted as a ∈ A. From the definition of sym-
bols ∂a and ∂A it follows that a ∈ A if and only if
∂a = ∂A. It is a simple matter to see that R has
the following linearity properties: if a ≡ b (modR)
and c ≡ d (modR), then a+ c ≡ b+ d (modR) and
ka ≡ kb (modR), where k is an arbitrary real num-
ber. Thus, as any other equivalence relation with
such properties, R can be presented in the following
form:
a ≡ b (modR)⇔ a− b ∈W,
where W is the subspace in V5 that contains all the
five-vectors equivalent to the zero vector. It is easy to
see that W coincides with the one-dimensional sub-
space E introduced in the previous subsection, so R
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can be reformulated as:
a ≡ b (modR)⇔ a = b+ e, where e ∈ E .
The latter condition is equivalent to a and b having
equal components in the four-dimensional subspace
Z or, for that matter, in any subspace complemen-
tary to E . This means that there exists a one-to-one
correspondence between the five-vectors from Z and
four-vectors, and this correspondence is evidently a
homomorphism.
Let me say a few words about the selection of bases
in V4 and V5 and their transformation.
A typical five-vector basis will be denoted as eA,
where A (as all capital latin indices) runs 0, 1, 2, 3,
and 5. One can choose a basis in V5 arbitrarily, but
it is more convenient to select the fifth basis vector
belonging to E . Such bases will be called standard
and will be used in all calculations.
The basis in V4 can be chosen arbitrarily and in-
dependently of the basis in V5. It is more convenient
though to associate it with the five-vector basis. A
natural choice is to take Eα to be the equivalence
classes of the basis five-vectors eα (the equivalence
class of e5 is the zero four-vector). I will refer to this
basis as to the one associated with the basis eA in V5.
If eA and e
′
A are two standard bases in V5 and
e′A = eBL
B
A, then L
B
A can be shown to satisfy the
condition
Lα5 = 0 for all α.
The corresponding equivalence classes are related as
E′α = EβL
β
α.
D. Reminder on the inner product of four-vectors
Four-vectors inherit their inner product from the Rie-
mannian metric of space-time. The latter is a rule
that assigns a certain number, called interval, to each
finite continuous line. This number is additive, and
for an infinitesimal line connecting two points with
coordinates xα and xα + dxα it equals√
gαβ(x)dxαdxβ + terms of higher order in dx, (4)
where gαβ is a real nondegenerate 4× 4 matrix with
the signature (+,−,−,−).
Consider now a parametrized curve coming out of
a point Q. According to formula (4), the interval
assigned to the part of the curve between Q and a
nearby point corresponding to the parameter value
λ(Q) + dλ is√
gαβ(Q)(∂xα/∂λ)Q(∂xβ/∂λ)Q · dλ
+ terms of higher order in dλ.
Since (∂xα/∂λ)Q is the same for all curves from a
given equivalence class associated with relation (2),
the expression under the radical sign is a function
of the four-vector corresponding to the curve rather
than of the curve itself. This enables one to assign
a number to each four-vector, which is interpreted as
its length squared. More precisely, the inner product
g is defined as a real bilinear symmetric function of
two four-vectors such that for any four-vector U
g(U,U) = gαβ(Q)(∂Ux
α)Q(∂Ux
β)Q.
The interval is a dimensional quantity. It is mea-
sured in centimeters or seconds or in any other units
of length or time. Accordingly, the quantity under the
radical sign in formula (4) is measured in cm2 or sec2
or in some other squared units. Throughout sections
1 and 2 of this paper I will consider only dimension-
less coordinates and curve parameters. Then, if the
interval is measured, say, in centimeters, the elements
of the matrix gαβ will be measured in cm
2, gαβ will
be measured in cm−2, and the connection coefficients
for four- and five-vector fields will be dimensionless.
E. Symmetries
The set ℜ of all parametrized curves going through
an arbitrary point Q has a certain symmetry with
respect to the behaviour of curves in the infinitesimal
vicinity of Q. Namely, there exist certain maps of ℜ
onto itself that have the following properties:
1. If A 7→ A′, then λA(Q) = λA′(Q).
2. If A 7→ A′ and B 7→ B′, and for any scalar func-
tion f one has ∂Af |Q = k · ∂Bf |Q, where k is
some constant factor, then for any scalar func-
tion f one has ∂A′f |Q = k · ∂B′f |Q.
3. If A 7→ A′, B 7→ B′, and C 7→ C′, and for
any scalar function f one has ∂Af |Q + ∂Bf |Q =
∂Cf |Q, then for any scalar function f one has
∂A′f |Q + ∂B′f |Q = ∂C′f |Q.
4. If A 7→ A′, then
gαβ(Q)(∂Ax
α)Q(∂Ax
β)Q
= gαβ(Q)(∂A′x
α)Q(∂A′x
β)Q.
Property 2 at k = 1 means that such transforma-
tions of ℜ induce maps of V4 onto itself. Properties
2 and 3 mean that these transformations of V4 are
linear, and property 4 means that they conserve the
inner product of two four-vectors.
Property 1 and property 2 at k = 1 mean that
the considered transformations of ℜ also induce maps
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of V5 onto itself. Properties 1, 2, and 3 mean that
these maps are linear. Property 1 means that a vector
from Z is transformed into a vector from Z. And
properties 1 and 2 mean that vectors from E are not
changed at all.
Let us now find the corresponding transformation
matrices for V4 and V5.
Let Eα be an arbitrary orthonormal basis in V4 and
let us take that under the considered transformation
these basis vectors are transformed into E′α = EβΛ
β
α.
Since the transformation should conserve the inner
product, and the basis Eα is orthonormal, Λ
β
α should
be a matrix from O(3,1). As a basis in V5 let us take
a standard basis where eα ∈ Z and eα ∈ Eα. Let us
suppose that eA are transformed into e
′
A = eBL
B
A,
where LBA is some real nondegenerate 5 × 5 matrix.
Since vectors from E do not change under the con-
sidered transformation, one should have L55 = 1 and
Lα5 = 0 for all α. Since vectors from Z are trans-
formed into vectors from Z, one should have L5α = 0
for all α. Finally, owing to the one-to-one correspon-
dence between Z and V4, one should have L
α
β = Λ
α
β ∈
O(3,1).
F. Inner product of five-vectors
The method used in subsection D to define the inner
product g for four-vectors is also applicable in the
case of five-vectors. The resulting inner product on
V5, which for the time being I will denote as h
′, is
a real bilinear symmetric function of two five-vectors
such that for any five-vector u
h′(u,u) = gαβ(Q)(∂ux
α)Q(∂ux
β)Q
(Q is the space-time point where one considers the
tangent space of five-vectors). Since the value of the
derivative ∂u is the same for all five-vectors corre-
sponding to the same four-vector, h′ will be a de-
generate inner product. It is not difficult to see that
the subspace of all degenerate five-vectors for h′ (of
all such five-vectors u that h′(u,v) = 0 for any v)
coincides with E and that h′ is nondegenerate within
any subspace complementary to E . It is also apparent
that for any u and v one has
h′(u,v) = g(U,V), (5)
where u ∈ U and v ∈ V.
It is not difficult to construct from h′ a nondegener-
ate inner product on V5. For that one should consider
another natural measure that exists for five-vectors:
to each five-vector u one can put into correspondence
the value of the relevant curve parameter, λu. If one
then interprets this latter number as the length of
vector u, one will obtain another inner product—let
us denote it as h′′—which will also be degenerate.
It is easy to see that h′′(u,v) = λu · λv. Conse-
quently, the subspace of all degenerate vectors for h′′
coincides with Z and h′′ is nondegenerate within any
(one-dimensional) subspace complementary to Z.
One should now notice that the subspaces of de-
generate vectors for h′ and h′′ are complementary to
each other, which means that the sum of h′ and h′′
will be a nondegenerate inner product on V5. The
only problem in constructing such a sum is that h′ is
a dimensional quantity and is measured in the same
units as g, whereas h′′, being the product of curve
parameters, does not have a dimension. We thus see
that to construct a nondegenerate inner product on
V5 from h
′ and h′′, one needs a dimensional constant,
ξ, which would play a role similar to that of the speed
of light: it would establish a relation between differ-
ent units used to measure the same quantity. The
resulting inner product measured in the same units
as g will be
h(u,v) = h′(u,v) + ξ · h′′(u,v). (6)
The same result can be obtained from consider-
ations of another kind. For that one should adopt
the view-point that four-vectors and five-vectors are
subordinate objects, whose algebraic properties are
determined by the properties of the manifold with
which they are associated. In particular, this means
that the structure of V5 should have a symmetry no
less than the symmetry of ℜ. This, in its turn, means
that any inner product of five-vectors should be in-
variant under the transformations discussed in the
previous subsection.
Let us consider the same five-vector basis eA that
has been used in subsection E. It is a simple mat-
ter to show that the matrix hAB ≡ h(eA, eB) of any
nondegenerate inner product h satisfying the above
symmetry requirement has to be of the form
hαβ = a · ηαβ , hα5 = h5α = 0, h55 = b, (7)
where a and b are some nonzero constants. A direct
consequence of these formulae is that any five-vector
from Z is orthogonal to any five-vector from E , so for
any u and v
h(u,v) = h(uZ ,vZ) + h(uE ,vE ). (8)
Another consequence of formulae (7) is that the in-
ner product of any two five-vectors from Z is pro-
portional to the inner product of the corresponding
four-vectors. Thus, if the overall normalization of h is
selected in such a way that the proportionality factor
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between h and g be unity, one will have
h(uZ ,vZ) = g(U,V) = h′(u,v).
Finally, one should observe that the E-component of
any five-vector u equals λu · i, where i is the vector
from E that corresponds to the unity value of the
parameter: λi = 1. Consequently,
h(uE ,vE) = λuλv h(i, i) = h(i, i)h
′′(u,v),
and formula (8) acquires the form of formula (6) with
ξ = h(i, i). Thus, at an appropriate choice of its
overall normalization factor, any nondegenerate in-
ner product on V5 satisfying the above, quite natural
symmetry requirement has the form indicated in for-
mula (6).
It is obvious that constant ξ is not determined by
the Riemannian metric of space-time nor by symme-
try considerations, and consequently the same is true
of the nondegenerate inner product of five-vectors.
This is a distinctive feature of five-dimensional tan-
gent vectors (and of similar objects in other mani-
folds) and is a consequence of that specific way in
which five-vectors are associated with space-time.
In the previous subsection I have introduced a five-
vector basis where eα ∈ Z. As we have seen above,
in terms of the five-vector inner product this means
that all eα are orthogonal to e5. This is one of the
two conditions satisfied by a regular five-vector basis
defined in section 3 of part I within the formal theory,
the other condition being that h(e5, e5) = 1. When
five-vectors are introduced as equivalence classes of
parametrized curves, it is more convenient to define
the regular basis in a slightly different way, equating
to unity not the value of h(e5, e5) (which depends
on the choice of ξ) but the value of λe5 . A regular
basis will thus be a standard five-vector basis where
all eα ∈ Z and e5 = i.
2. Five-vectors as operators
A. Another representation for five-vectors
In modern textbooks on differential geometry, ordi-
nary tangent vectors are usually introduced by iden-
tifying their fields with linear differential operators
(derivations) that act upon scalar functions from a
certain set ℑ which determines the topological and
differential properties of the manifold. Each deriva-
tion is a map
U : ℑ → ℑ
that satisfies the following requirements:
U[k] = 0 for any constant function k ∈ ℑ,
U[f + g] = U[f ] +U[g] for any f, g ∈ ℑ,
U[fg] = U[f ] · g + f ·U[g] for any f, g ∈ ℑ.
(9)
One can then prove a theorem that in a local coordi-
nate system each derivation can be presented as the
following differential operator:
U = Uα(∂/∂xα), (10)
where ∂/∂xα are derivatives along coordinate lines
and Uα are scalar functions from ℑ. It is evident
that at each point in space-time there exists a natu-
ral isomorphism between the equivalence classes of
parametrized curves corresponding to relation (2)
and operators of the form (10):
A 7→ ∂A,
and basing on this isomorphism one can identify the
elements of V4 with four-dimensional tangent vectors.
Let us now find a similar operator representation
for five-vectors. First, one should notice that the two
conditions that determine the equivalence relation (3)
can be replaced with a single requirement: that for
any scalar function f
∂Af |Q + λA(Q)f(Q) = ∂Bf |Q + λB(Q)f(Q).
This enables one to establish a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the equivalence classes of
parametrized curves associated with relation (3) and
differential-algebraic operators of the form
u = uα(∂/∂xα) + u5 · 1, (11)
where 1 is the identity operator. The simplest variant
of such a correspondence is evidently
a 7→ ∂a + λa · 1. (12)
One can then consider five-vector fields and bas-
ing on the above correspondence, relate them to such
maps u : ℑ → ℑ which in any local coordinate sys-
tem can be presented in the form (11), where uA are
now scalar functions.
Finally, one can find a set of formal requirements,
similar to conditions (9) for derivations, that enable
one to introduce the above maps without referring
to any coordinates. One possible set of such require-
ments is the following:
u[k] = υ · k for any constant k ∈ ℑ,
where υ ∈ ℑ is characteristic of u,
u[f + g] = u[f ] + u[g] for any f, g ∈ ℑ,
u[fg] = u[f ] · g + f · u[g]− u[1 ]fg for
any f, g ∈ ℑ, where 1 is the constant
unity function.
(13)
It is evident that any operator of the form (11) sat-
isfies these three requirements. Let us now prove the
reverse statement:
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In any local coordinate system each map u :
ℑ → ℑ satisfying requirements (13) can be
presented in the form (11), where uA are
scalar functions from ℑ.
Proof : Let us consider the operator
w ≡ u− υ · 1,
where υ is the scalar function from ℑ defined by the
first of the requirements (13). It is a simple matter
to check that w satisfies conditions (9) for derivations
and therefore can be presented in any local coordinate
system as
w = wα(∂/∂xα),
where wα ∈ ℑ. Consequently, in any such system u
can be presented in the form (11) with uα = wα and
u5 = υ.
One may observe that the operator corresponding
to a given four-vectorU is exactly the differential part
of the operator that corresponds to any five-vector
belonging to U. This coincidence is a manifestation
of the fact that V4 is isomorphic to Z. This does
not mean, however, that one can identify four-vectors
with Z-components of five-vectors, for as one will see
in section 3, the isomorphism between V4 and Z is
not preserved by parallel transport.
The representation of five-vectors with operators
enables one to introduce the former in another way:
as maps ℑ → ℑ that satisfy requirements (13). In
its mathematical qualities, such a definition of five-
vectors is superior to the one given in section 1 and
enables one to introduce in a natural way the com-
mutator of two five-vector fields. On the other hand,
in this case one cannot see as clearly the correspon-
dence between five-vectors and parametrized curves,
and this is why in this paper I have first considered
the representation of five-vectors in the form of equiv-
alence classes associated with relation (3). It turns
out, however, that one should make a distinction be-
tween a given equivalence class and the five-vector
corresponding to it. In view of this, in the following
five-vector fields will always be identified with oper-
ators satisfying requirements (13), the set of which
will be denoted as F.
As in the case of four-vectors, tangent five-vectors
at a given point Q can be defined as equivalence
classes of maps from F with respect to the equiva-
lence relation
u ≡ v⇔ u[ f ](Q) = v[ f ](Q) for any f ∈ ℑ.
The algebraic properties of the five-vectors defined
this way are the same as of those defined as classes of
equivalent curves, and their analysis would have been
almost an exact repetition of the one made in section
1, except for a few obvious changes in the definitions.
Let me only mention that a regular five-vector basis
can now be defined as a basis where all eα are purely
differential operators and e5 = 1.
One should also note that the correspondence be-
tween equivalence classes of parametrized curves and
operators from F given by formula (12) is not the
only one possible. A more general form of such a
correspondence is
a 7→ a · ∂a + b · λa · 1, (14)
where a and b are some nonzero coefficients indepen-
dent of a. Since the overall normalization of the op-
erators representing five-vectors is of no importance,
one can always choose it so that a = 1. In formula
(12) the second coefficient has been selected in the
simplest way: b = 1. However, as one will see in
section 3, to give a consistent definition to the five-
vectors associated with curves parametrized by di-
mensional parameters, one has to assign to b a cer-
tain dimension, so it will equal unity only at some
particular choice of the corresponding measurement
units.
B. Commutator of five-vector fields
The representation of five-vectors with operators en-
ables one to introduce the commutator of five-vector
fields. Namely, if u = uα(∂/∂xα) + u5 · 1 and
v = vα (∂/∂xα) + v5 · 1, then by definition,
[u,v](f) = u(v(f)) − v(u(f))
for any scalar function f , and one can show that w ≡
[u,v] is an operator of the form (11) with components
wA = uβ(∂vA/∂xβ)− vβ(∂uA/∂xβ). (15)
For an arbitrary five-vector basis eA one can define
the commutation constants, C DAB , as
[eA, eB] = C
D
AB eD,
and show that the components of [u,v] in this basis
are
∂uv
A − ∂vu
A + uBvDC ABD .
This is the analog of the well-known formula for com-
ponents of the commutator of two four-vector fields
U and V in an arbitrary basis Eα:
∂UV
µ − ∂VU
µ + UαV βC µαβ ,
where [Eα,Eβ ] = C
µ
αβ Eµ.
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If eA is a standard basis, one has C
α
µ5 = 0. It
is a simple matter to show that if u ∈ U and v ∈
V, then [u,v] ∈ [U,V]. Thus, if eα ∈ Eα, then
C µαβ |for five-vectors = C
µ
αβ |for four-vectors.
Let us now consider two subsets of five-vector fields
from F: (i) the subset FZ of all purely differential op-
erators, and (ii) the subset FE of all purely algebraic
operators. It is evident that any element of F can be
uniquely presented as a sum of an operator from FZ
and an operator from FE , so F = FZ ⊕FE . The com-
ponents of an arbitrary five-vector field u in these two
subspaces will be denoted as uZ and uE . It is evident
that they correspond to the operators uα(∂/∂xα) and
u5 · 1, respectively.
One can easily see that the commutator of two five-
vector fields from FZ is, again, a field from FZ , so
FZ is a subalgebra: [FZ ,FZ ] ⊂ FZ . Furthermore,
the commutator of a field from FE with any other
field from F is an element of FE , so FE is an ideal:
[FE ,F] ⊂ FE .
Commutators of four-vector fields enable one to tell
whether or not a given four-vector basis is holonomic.
Namely, for a given set of basis fields Eα there exists
a system of local coordinates xα such that Eα are
tangent vectors to coordinate lines (Eα = ∂/∂x
α) iff
[Eα,Eβ] = 0. A similar statement for five-vectors is
the following:
For a given set of standard five-vector basis
fields eA there exists a system of local co-
ordinates xα such that eα are tangent five-
vectors to coordinate lines iff
[eZα , e
Z
β ] = 0, (16a)
[eZα , e
E
β ] = δαβ · 1. (16b)
where δαβ is the Kronecker symbol.
1
Proof : If eα are tangent vectors to coordinate lines
xα, then eα = ∂/∂x
α+xα ·1, and equations (16) are
evidently obeyed.
If eα satisfy equations (16) and Eα are such that
eα ∈ Eα, then
0 = [eZα , e
Z
β ] = ∂eα∂eβ − ∂eβ∂eα
= ∂Eα∂Eβ − ∂Eβ∂Eα = [Eα,Eβ],
and by virtue of the corresponding theorem for four-
vectors, there exists a system of local coordinates xα
such that ∂/∂xα = ∂Eα = ∂eα . In these coordinates
1For simplicity, this theorem is formulated and proved for
a = b = 1 in formula (14).
each λeα is a certain real function, which according
to (16b) satisfies the equation
∂λeβ (x)/∂x
α = δαβ .
This is only possible if λeα(x) = x
α+cα, where cα are
integration constants. Consequently, one has eα =
∂/∂yα + yα · 1, where yα = xα + cα.
By analogy with four-vectors, a standard five-
vector basis satisfying requirements (16) can be called
a coordinate basis. In certain cases, however, it proves
to be more convenient to select the E-components of
the first four basis five-vectors in a different way, for
example, equal to zero. Since such five-vector bases
still correspond to a coordinate four-vector basis, it
makes sense to call them coordinate, too.
C. Five-vector Lie derivative
The formal definition of the Lie derivative with re-
spect to a four-vector field U is the following:
• the Lie derivative of a four-vector field V is
£UV ≡ [U,V]; (17)
• the Lie derivative of a scalar function f is
£Uf ≡ Uf ; (18)
• the Lie derivatives of all other four-tensor fields
can be found from formulae (17) and (18) by using
the Leibniz rule, which in schematic form can be pre-
sented as
£U(A ∗ B) = £UA ∗ B +A ∗£UB, (19)
where A and B are any two four-tensor fields and ∗
denotes contraction or tensor product.
In a similar manner one can give a formal definition
to the Lie derivative with respect to a five-vector field
u. I will denote this latter derivative as £u and will
call it the five-vector Lie derivative. The analog of
rule (17) is quite apparent:
• the five-vector Lie derivative of a five-vector field
v is
£uv ≡ [u,v]. (20)
As the analog of rule (18) it seems reasonable to take
the following one:
• the five-vector Lie derivative of a scalar function
f is
£uf ≡ uf . (21)
It is easy to check that the five-vector Lie derivative of
the product of two scalar functions and the five-vector
Lie derivative of the product of a scalar function and
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a five-vector field are expressed in terms of the five-
vector Lie derivatives of the factors not according to
the Leibniz rule but according to the rule
£u(A∗B) = £uA∗B+A∗£uB−£u1 ·(A∗B), (22)
where, as before, 1 is the constant unity scalar func-
tion. In view of this, it is not clear which of the
rules — (19), (22) or some other — should hold for
the contraction and tensor product. To answer this
question and to gain a better understanding of the
five-vector Lie derivative, let us find for the latter an
interpretation similar to the one that can be given
to the ordinary Lie derivative in terms of the one-
parameter local group of diffeomorphisms generated
by a four-vector field.
Let us recall that any sufficiently smooth four-
vector field U defines in the neighbourhood of any
point Q of the space-time manifold M a congruence
of integral curves, and that there always exist such an
open neighbourhood U of Q and such a real number
ε > 0 that the map φt obtained by taking each point
of U a parametric distance t along the corresponding
integral curve, at |t| < ε is a diffeomorphism of U into
M. At sufficiently small s and t one has φs◦φt = φs+t
and (φt)
−1 = φ−t, so these diffeomorphisms form a
one-parameter local group.
At each t map φt defines a certain transformation,
Φt, of scalar functions: the image Φt{f} of a scalar
function f is such that
Φt{f}|φt(P ) = f |P . (23)
This transformation, in its turn, generates a certain
transformation of four-vector and other four-tensor
fields, which is determined by the following rules:
• the image Φt{V} of a four-vector field V is such
that for any scalar function f
Φt{V}Φt{f} = Φt{Vf}; (24)
• the image Φt{W˜} of a four-vector 1-form field
W˜ is such that for any four-vector field V
< Φt{W˜},Φt{V} > = Φt{< W˜,V >}; (25)
• the image Φt{A⊗B} of the tensor product of two
four-tensor fields A and B is such that
Φt{A ⊗ B} = Φt{A} ⊗ Φt{B}. (26)
Within this approach, the Lie derivative of an arbi-
trary four-tensor field S is defined as
£US ≡ − (d/dt)Φt{S}|t=0 . (27)
It is easy to see that at small t
Φt{f} = f − t ·Uf +O(t
2), (28)
from which, using definition (27), one obtains rule
(18). In a similar manner, after rewriting equation
(24) as
Φt{V}f = Φt{VΦ
−1
t {f}}
and using definition (27), one obtains rule (17). From
equation (25) it follows that the Leibniz rule holds for
the contraction of a four-vector field and a four-vector
1-form field and from equation (26) it follows that
it also holds for the tensor product of any two four-
tensor fields. Thus, the definition of the Lie derivative
by means of equations (23)–(27) is equivalent to its
formal definition according to equations (17)–(19).
It is now apparent that to obtain the desired inter-
pretation of the five-vector Lie derivative, one should
associate with every sufficiently smooth five-vector
field a certain one-parameter group of transforma-
tions of scalar functions and five-tensor fields. Let
us denote the transformations from this group as Ψt
and define the five-vector Lie derivative of an arbi-
trary five-tensor field S as
£uS ≡ − (d/dt)Ψt{S}|t=0 . (29)
Considering what has been said above, it seems rea-
sonable to take that at small t
Ψt{f} = f − t · uf +O(t
2) (30)
for any scalar function f , which together with defini-
tion (29) gives us rule (21). If, by analogy with rule
(24), one then takes that
Ψt{v}Ψt{f} = Ψt{vf} (31)
for any v and f , from formulae (29) and (30) one will
obtain rule (20). Thus, the infinitesimal transforma-
tion (30) produces the desired result. Let us now find
the corresponding finite transformation.
It is evident that for any sufficiently smooth five-
vector field u, in the vicinity of any point Q one can
construct a congruence of integral curves of the corre-
sponding four-vector fieldU. In this case these curves
will be called the integral curves of field u. It is not
difficult to prove that at finite t the image Ψt{f} of
any scalar function f of class C∞ equals
Ψt{f}(λ) = exp{−
∫ λ
λ−t
u5(λ′) dλ′ } f(λ− t), (32)
where λ is the parameter of the integral curve of field
u and u5 is the fifth component of the latter in a regu-
lar basis. We thus see that transformation Ψt consists
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in “shifting” every value of the function a parametric
distance t along the corresponding integral curve and
then multiplying it by a certain exponential factor.
It is easy to see that this latter factor equals the cor-
responding value of Ψt{1}, so for an arbitrary scalar
function f one has
Ψt{f} = Ψt{1}Φt{f}. (33)
¿From the latter formula it follows that transforma-
tions Φt induced by four-vector fields are a partic-
ular case of transformations Ψt — a case that cor-
responds to the five-vector fields from FZ . Another
particular case are the transformations Ψt induced by
five-vector fields from FE . In this case
Ψt{f}(P ) = exp{− t · u
5(P )}f(P ).
It is evident that to each transformation Ψt one
can put into correspondence a certain map of U into
M, namely, the map φt induced by the four-vector
field corresponding to u. Thus, both in the case of
four-vector fields and in the case of five-vector fields
one is actually dealing with twomaps: (i) a map from
U toM and (ii) a map from the set of restrictions to
U of all the functions from ℑ to the set of restrictions
of all these functions to φt(U). In the case of four-
vector fields there exists a one-to-one correspondence
bewteen these two maps, which enables one to think
that the second map is induced by the first one. This
is not so in the case of five-vector fields: for example,
the identity map from U to M may correspond to
different nonidentical transformations of scalar func-
tions.
¿From equation (32) it is not difficult to derive that
for any two scalar functions f and g
Ψt{fg} = Φt{f}Ψt{g} = Ψt{f}Φt{g}, (34)
so in the general case the image of the product of two
scalar functions with respect to Ψt is not the product
of their images. By substituting Ψ−1t {1}Ψt{f} for
Φt{f} in formula (34) and differentiating both sides
of the latter with respect to t, one can verify that in
this case rule (22) is indeed obeyed.
It is natural to define the action of Ψt on a tensor
product in the following way:
Ψt{A⊗ B} = Ψt{A} ⊗Ψt{B}, (35)
where A and B are any two five-tensor fields of
nonzero rank. This formula does not work, however,
if one of the fields or both of them are of rank zero.
In the second case this can be seen from formula (34),
if one considers that for scalar functions f ⊗ g = fg.
In the first case, if, for example, A = f and B = v,
from formula (34) and definition (31) one can easily
obtain that
Ψt{f ⊗ v} = Ψt{fv} = Φt{f}Ψt{v}. (36)
Difficulties also occur with the definition of the ac-
tion of Ψt on five-vector 1-forms. The direct analog
of rule (25) is
< Ψt{w˜},Ψt{v} > = Ψt{< w˜,v >}, (37)
which means that the operation of contraction is “cor-
related” with transformation Ψt in the sense that the
contraction of the image of a five-vector field v with
the image of a five-vector 1-form field w˜ equals the
image of the scalar function equal to the contraction
of v with w˜. The quantity < w˜,v > can also be
regarded as a five-tensor field of rank zero obtained
by contracting the field w˜ ⊗ v of rank (1, 1). A sim-
ilar operation can be performed on other five-tensor
fields, for example, on the field w˜ ⊗ v ⊗ s. For the
contraction of this latter field to be correlated with
Ψt it is necessary that there would hold not rule (37)
but the rule
< Ψt{w˜},Ψt{v} > = Φt{< w˜,v >}. (38)
Therefore, in those cases where Ψt does not coin-
cide with Φt, the requirements of correlation between
the contraction and transformation Ψt for five-tensor
fields of rank (1, 1) and for five-tensor fields of other
ranks are conflicting.
It is also useful to look at the components of the
five-vector Lie derivatives of five-tensor fields of dif-
ferent ranks, in a regular coordinate basis. Let us
write out these components for the case where the
rule that determines the action of Ψt on 1-form fields
is
< Ψt{w˜},Ψt{v} >= (Ψt{1})
kΨt{< w˜,v >}. (39)
According to equation (21), the five-vector Lie deriva-
tive of function f is
£uf = u
α∂αf + u
5 f . (40)
¿From equations (20) and (15) one finds that the
components of the five-vector Lie derivative of a five-
vector field v are
(£uv)
A = uB (∂Bv
A)− vB (∂Bu
A), (41)
where, for convenience, I have introduced the nota-
tion ∂A ≡ ∂eA , so ∂α = ∂/∂x
α and ∂5 = 0. From
equation (39) one can easily derive that in the dual
basis of five-vector 1-forms o˜A,
(£uw˜)A = u
B (∂BwA) + wB (∂Au
B )
+ (1 + k)u5wA
(42)
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Finally, in the general case of an arbitrary five-tensor
field
T = TA1...AmB1...Bn eA1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eAm ⊗ o˜
B1 ⊗ . . .⊗ o˜Bn
one has
(£uT)
A1 ...Am
B1 ...Bn
= uH(∂HT
A1...Am
B1...Bn
)
+ n(1 + k) · u5 TA1...AmB1...Bn
− TH...AmB1...Bn (∂Hu
A1)
− . . . − TA1...HB1...Bn(∂Hu
Am)
+ TA1...AmH...Bn (∂B1u
H)
+ . . . + TA1...AmB1...H (∂Bnu
H).
(43)
As one can see from the formulae obtained, there
exists a distinguished value of parameter k: k = −1,
at which the terms proportional to u5 in equations
(42) and (43) vanish, and the five-vector Lie deriva-
tive of any five-tensor field that has at least one lower
index depends only on the derivative of u5, as does the
five-vector Lie derivative of a five-vector field. One
can also see that in the case of a five-tensor field of
rank zero (at m = n = 0) formula (43) disagrees
with formula (40) for the five-vector Lie derivative of
a scalar function.
All these observations suggest that in the case of
transformations Ψt induced by five-vector fields, one
should make a distinction between scalar functions
which are elements of ℑ and scalar functions which
are five-tensor fields of rank zero. Formally, these
two types of objects are of different nature: the for-
mer are the functions upon which act the operators
of five-vector fields; the latter are elements of a com-
mutative ring, by which one can multiply five-vector
fields, obtaining five-vector fields again. To establish
order in the theory, one should suppose that these
two types of functions are transformed by Ψt differ-
ently: the elements of ℑ are transformed according
to formula (32), whereas the five-tensor fields of rank
zero are transformed according to the formula
Ψt{f}(λ) = f(λ− t), (44)
which means that for them transformation Ψt coin-
cides with Φt. Under this assumption formula (35)
for the tensor product will be valid for five-tensor
fields of zero rank as well. Moreover, since the con-
traction of a vector and a 1-form is a tensor of rank
zero, formula (37) will coincide with formula (38), and
consequently the contraction will be correlated with
transformation Ψt for tensor fields of any rank for
which it makes sense. Among other things, the latter
two facts mean that the five-vector Lie derivative of
a contraction and of a tensor product is expressed in
terms of the five-vector Lie derivatives of the factors
according to the Leibniz rule. In formulae (42) and
(43) one should now put k = −1, and so the deriva-
tives £u of the corresponding five-tensor fields will
depend only on the derivative of u5. Finally, the five-
vector Lie derivative of an arbitrary five-tensor field
f of rank zero will be
£uf = ∂uf = u
α∂αf, (45)
which agrees with formula (43). Let me emphasize
once more that in the case of scalar fields from ℑ,
the image of the product of two such functions with
respect to Ψt will not equal the product of their im-
ages, which is inevitable and has no relation to the
definition of Ψt for five-tensor fields.
3. Some other properties of five-vectors
A. Parallel transport of five-vectors
As for any other type of vector-like objects consid-
ered in space-time, one can speak of parallel trans-
port of five-vectors from one space-time point to an-
other. One can then define the covariant derivative
of five-vector fields; introduce the connection coeffi-
cients corresponding to a given five-vector basis; con-
struct the corresponding curvature tensor; etc. In
doing all this one does not have to use in any way the
fact that five-vectors are associated with space-time
by their definition.
One should expect that the origin of five-vectors
manifests itself in that the rules of their parallel
transport are related in some way to similar rules
for four-vectors and to the Riemannian geometry of
space-time. It is obvious that this relation cannot be
derived from the algebraic properties of five-vectors,
and to obtain it one has to make some new assump-
tions about five-vectors, which ought to be regarded
as part of their definition.
Let us first consider the relation between the rules
of parallel transport for four- and five-vectors. The
simplest and the most natural form of this relation is
obtained by postulating that parallel transport pre-
serves the algebraic relation between four- and five-
vectors discussed in subsection 1.C. A more precise
formulation of this statement is the following:
If four-vector U is the equivalence class
of five-vector u, then the transported
U is the equivalence class of the trans-
ported u.
(46)
This assumption is quite natural considering that
u ∈ U means that u and U correspond to the same
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direction in the manifold. It has two consequences,
which can be conveniently expressed in terms of con-
nection coefficients (the latter are defined in section
4 of part I).
Let us consider the parallel transport of vectors
from an arbitrary point Q to a nearby pointQ′. If two
five-vectors atQ belong to the same equivalence class,
then according to our assumption, the transported
five-vectors should also be equivalent. Since paral-
lel transport is a linear operation, this means that
vectors from Eat Q are transported into vectors from
Eat Q′ . Consequently, in any standard five-vector ba-
sis,
Gα5µ = 0. (47)
Let eA be an arbitrary standard five-vector basis
and let Eα be the associated basis of four-vectors. If
Eα(Q) are transported into vectors Eβ(Q
′)Cβα, then
according to our assumption, eα(Q) should be trans-
ported into vectors eβ(Q
′)Cβα+e5(Q
′)C5α, where the
coefficients Cβα are the same in both cases. This
means that in the selected bases,
Gαβµ = Γ
α
βµ. (48)
It is evident that assumption (46) tells one nothing
about G5αµ and G
5
5µ. To get an idea of what these
coefficients can be like, let us now consider a particu-
lar case where the connection for five-vector fields is
such that there exists a certain local symmetry which
can be formulated as the following principle:
For any set of scalar, five-vector and
five-tensor fields defined in the vicin-
ity of any point Q in space-time, by
means of a certain procedure one can
construct a set of fields in the vicinity
of any other point Q′, such that at Q′
these new fields (which will be called
equivalent) satisfy the same algebraic
and first-order differential relations that
the original fields satisfy at Q.
(49)
The procedure by means of which the equivalent fields
are constructed can be formulated as follows:
1. Introduce at Q a system of local Lorentz coordi-
nates xα.
Introduce the corresponding regular coordinate
five-vector basis eA.
Introduce the corresponding bases for all other
five-tensors.
2. Each scalar field f in the vicinity of Q will then
determine and be determined by one real coor-
dinate function f(x).
Each five-vector field u in the vicinity of Q will
determine and be determined by five real coordi-
nate functions uA(x) (= components of u in the
basis eA).
Each five-tensor field T in the vicinity of Q will
determine and be determined by an appropriate
number of real coordinate functions TAB...CDE...F (x)
(= components of T in the relevant tensor basis
corresponding to eA).
3. Introduce at Q′ a system of local Lorentz coor-
dinates x′α such that x′α(Q′) = xα(Q).
Introduce the corresponding regular coordinate
five-vector basis e′A.
Introduce the corresponding bases for all other
five-tensors.
4. Then the equivalent scalar, five-vector and five-
tensor fields in the vicinity of Q′ will be deter-
mined in coordinates x′α and in the correspond-
ing bases by the same functions f(·), uA(·), . . . ,
TAB...CDE...F (·) that determine the original fields in
the vicinity of Q in coordinates xα and in the
corresponding bases.
At Q′ = Q the two mentioned systems of local
Lorentz coordinates, xα and x′α, are related as fol-
lows:
x′α(P ) = xα(Q) + Λαβ [x
β(P )− xβ(Q)]
+ terms of order [xα(P )− xα(Q)]3,
where P is an arbitrary point in the vicinity of Q
and Λαβ is a matrix from O(3,1). Reasoning as in
section 4 of part I, one can show that in the regu-
lar basis associated with either of these coordinate
systems one should have Gαβµ(Q) = G
5
5µ(Q) = 0
and G5αµ(Q) ∝ ηαµ. Since in these coordinates
gαβ(Q) ∝ ηαβ , too, this means that the connection
coefficients G5αµ(Q) are proportional to the compo-
nents of the metric tensor. Denoting the proportion-
ality factor as −ς and using the obvious transforma-
tion formulae for five-vector connection coefficients,
one can show that in any regular five-vector basis
G55µ = 0 (50)
and
G5αµ = −ςgαµ. (51)
¿From requirement (49) it also follows that five-
vector connection coefficients should have the same
form at any two points in space-time in similar five-
vector bases. In the case of four-vector connection
coefficients a similar condition is satisfied automati-
cally, and therefore is not necessary. For five-vectors
this is a nontrivial requirement, which means that ς
in equation (51) should be a constant.
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It is evident that the value of ς is not fixed by
the symmetry principle. Since for dimensionless co-
ordinates and curve parameters the connection coeffi-
cients are dimensionless and gαβ are measured in the
units of interval squared, ς should have the dimension
(interval)−2. There is no sense in talking about five-
vectors if ς = 0, for it is impossible to distinguish a
five-vector with such rules of parallel transport from
a pair consisting of a four-vector and a scalar. Indeed,
V5 is isomorphic to the direct sum of V4 and the space
of scalars (regarded as one-dimensional vectors), and
it is apparent that at ς = 0 this isomorphism is pre-
served by parallel transport. Considering this, I will
always assume that ς 6= 0.
B. Five-vectors associated with dimensional
curve parameters
So far we have been dealing with dimensionless curve
parameters and coordinates. In practice, the latter
are usually selected in such a way so that their values
would be associated in some particular way with cer-
tain lengths, time intervals or angles determined by
the space-time metric. For example, any system of di-
mensionless Lorentz coordinates in flat space-time is
such that the square of the interval between any two
events A and B, measured in certain units ℓ, equals
[x0(A)− x0(B)]2 − [x1(A) − x1(B)]2
− [x2(A)− x2(B)]2 − [x3(A)− x3(B)]2.
It is evident that if one changes the unit for measuring
the interval as
ℓ→ kℓ (k > 0), (52)
the dimensionless Lorentz coordinates will change in
the inverse proportion. This enables one to consider
the latter as numerical values of certain dimensional
quantities, x¯α, measured in the units of interval, and
it is these latter quantities one usually has in mind
when using the term “Lorentz coordinates”.
The situation is similar in all other cases and as in
the above example, enables one to introduce the cor-
responding dimensional coordinates. For simplicity,
in the following I will suppose that all four coordi-
nates are measured in the units of interval. A con-
venient property of such dimensional coordinates is
that the corresponding metric coefficients, defined by
the equation
ds2 = g¯αβ dx¯
αdx¯β ,
are all dimensionless quantities. It is easy to see that
g¯αβ are the values of the dimensional metric coeffi-
cients gαβ that correspond to the dimensionless co-
ordinates xα which are the values of x¯α at the given
ℓ.
The same idea can be used to define dimensional
curve parameters (for simplicity, let us consider only
those of them which are measured in the units of in-
terval). One can then introduce the notion of a tan-
gent four-vector corresponding to a curve parameter-
ized by a given dimensional parameter λ¯. Such four-
vectors behave as dimensional quantities in the sense
that at each ℓ they have a certain “value”, which,
by definition, is the four-vector that corresponds to
the dimensionless parameter λ which is the value of
λ¯ for the given ℓ. The algebraic operations and par-
allel transport for such dimensional four-vectors are
defined on the basis of the corresponding operations
for four-vectors associated with dimensionless param-
eters. For example, a sum of two dimensional four-
vectors U and V is a dimensional four-vector whose
value at any ℓ equals the sum of the corresponding
values of U and V. It is evident that when one
changes ℓ according to formula (52), the value of each
dimensional four-vector changes in the same propor-
tion, owing to which the inner product of any two
such four-vectors is a dimensionless quantity. This
and other properties of four-vectors associated with
dimensional curve parameters are well known, and I
will not discuss them any further.
Let us now see how one can define a tangent
five-vector corresponding to a curve parametrized by
some dimensional parameter λ¯. Following the same
idea that has been used for tangent four-vectors, one
should consider such a five-vector as a quantity that
has a certain “value” at every choice of ℓ. This
“value” is the tangent five-vector that corresponds
to the dimensionless parameter λ which is the value
of λ¯ for the given ℓ. Let us now find the operator
that corresponds to this latter five-vector.
According to section 2, the general form of the op-
erator representing the five-vector tangent to a curve
parametrized by a given dimensionless parameter λ
is
a · d/dλ+ b · λ · 1, (53)
where a and b are some arbitrary nonzero constants.
As it has been said above, the overall normaliza-
tion of the operators representing five-vectors can
always be chosen in such a way that a be unity.
When dimensionless curve parameters are considered
by themselves—not as values of some dimensional pa-
rameters, one can take b = 1, too, as it has been
done in formula (12). However, if operator (53) rep-
resents the value of a five-vector associated with a
dimensional parameter λ¯, the value of b has to de-
pend on the choice of ℓ. Indeed, let us suppose that
one has a dimensional five-vector, u, represented by
a purely differential operator and one parallel trans-
ports it from a given space-time pointQ to some other
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point Q′. By definition, utransported is the five-vector
at Q′ whose value at any ℓ equals the value of u at Q
transported from Q to Q′ along the selected path. It
is evident that if one changes ℓ according to formula
(52), the value of u will change in the same propor-
tion, and since parallel transport is a linear operation,
so will the value of utransported. Consequently, the al-
gebraic part of the operator representing utransported,
which in the general case will not be zero, should
change in the same proportion as ℓ, which is only
possible if b changes as b→ k2b.
We thus see that in the case of five-vectors asso-
ciated with dimensional curve parameters, the co-
efficient b in formula (53) has to be the value of
some nonzero constant with dimension (interval)−2.
Apart from being nonzero, this constant is absolutely
arbitrary, and it is convenient to choose it equal to the
constant ς introduced in the previous subsection. The
operator representing a five-vector associated with a
dimensional parameter λ¯ can then be presented in the
following form:
d/dλ¯+ λ¯ · ς · 1. (54)
In a similar manner one can introduce five-vectors
corresponding to parameters with dimension other
than that of the interval. The algebraic and differen-
tial properties of all such five-vectors will be practi-
cally the same as those of the five-vectors associated
with dimensionless parameters, and only the dimen-
sion of certain relevant quantities will be different.
For example, in the particular case considered above,
both the inner product h′ induced by the metric and
the nondegenerate inner product h are dimensionless.
The relation between the two is still given by formula
(6), only now ξ has the dimension (interval)−2.
In the case of dimensional five-vectors, there exist
three convenient ways to normalize the fifth basis vec-
tor in a standard five-vector basis and, accordingly,
there are three ways to define a regular basis.
In those cases where the emphasis is made on paral-
lel transport of five-vectors, it is convenient to choose
e5 = ς · 1. Then, in the corresponding regular basis
(in the one where the other four basis five-vectors be-
long to Z) one will have G5αµ = − gαµ, and the fifth
component of any five-vector u will equal λu. In the
following, such a basis will be referred to as an active
regular basis.
In those cases where the emphasis is made on the
action of five-vectors on scalar functions, it is conve-
nient to take e5 = 1. In the corresponding regular
basis one will then have G5αµ = − ςgαµ and the fifth
component of any five-vector u will equal ςλu. In the
following, such a basis will be referred to as a passive
regular basis.
Finally, in those cases where the emphasis is made
on the inner product of five-vectors (at some particu-
lar choice of ξ), it is convenient to normalize e5 by the
requirement h(e5, e5) = sign ξ. It is evident that this
equation has two solutions: e5 = + |ξ|
−1/2 ς · 1 and
e5 = − |ξ|
−1/2 ς · 1, and to be definite, I will choose
the first one. In the corresponding regular basis one
will then have G5αµ = − |ξ|
1/2gαµ, and the fifth com-
ponent of any five-vector u will equal |ξ|1/2λu. In the
following, such a basis will be referred to as a normal-
ized regular basis and the operator |ξ|−1/2 ς ·1 will be
denoted as n.
¿From now on, unless it is stated otherwise, I will
talk only about five-vectors associated with dimen-
sional curve parameters and coordinates, and will
omit the bar over the dimensional xα and λ. It is evi-
dent that any result obtained for such five-vectors can
readily be reformulated for five-vectors corresponding
to dimensionless parameters.
C. Four-vectors as simple bivectors over V5
We are now ready to demonstrate that the five-
vectors introduced formally in part I can be iden-
tified with the five-dimensional tangent vectors in-
troduced in this paper. More precisely, it will be
shown that there can be established a natural iso-
morphism between the space of four-vectors and one
of the maximal vector spaces of simple bivectors over
V5 and that in those cases where the connection for
five-vectors possesses the local symmetry considered
in subsection A, this isomorphism is preserved by par-
allel transport. This will mean that the five-vectors
considered in this paper have all the formal properties
postulated for five-vectors in part I.
Let us fix a nonzero five-vector e ∈ E and con-
sider all simple bivectors of the form u ∧ e, where
u ∈ V5. It is evident that u ∧ e = v ∧ e if and only if
u − v ∈ E , which is exactly the equivalence relation
R of subsection 1.C. Thus, one is able to establish a
one-to-one correspondence between four-vectors and
elements of the maximal vector space of simple bivec-
tors over V5 with the directional vector belonging to
E . It is evident that this correspondence is a homo-
morphism and that it depends on the choice of the
arbitrary nonzero vector e. Let us fix the latter by
requiring that the considered correspondence be an
isomorphism.
Let us consider some particular nondegenerate in-
ner product on V5, where the constant ξ has been
chosen positive, so that h would have the signature
(+−−−+). It is not difficult to check that if u ∈ U
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and v ∈ V, then
g(U,V) = h(u,v)−
h(e,u)h(e,v)
h(e, e)
. (55)
On the other hand, the inner product of u ∧ e and
v ∧ e induced by h is
h(u ∧ e,v ∧ e) = h(u,v)h(e, e)− h(u, e)h(v, e).
For the correspondence U 7→ u ∧ e to be an isomor-
phism g(U,V) should equal h(u ∧ e,v ∧ e) for all u
and v, which is only possible if h(e, e) = 1. This
means that e is either +n or −n. We thus see that
(for the given ξ > 0) there exist two isomorphisms
of V4 onto the considered maximal vectors space of
simple bivectors, and unless additional requirements
are imposed, the choice between the two is a matter
of convention. To be definite, I will take e = n.
The fact that the above isomorphism (actually,
both of them) is preserved by parallel transport be-
comes evident if one considers that the relation u ∈ U
is invariant under parallel transport and that n is
transported into n.
One can now use all the results obtained within the
formal theory of five-vectors. Most of the definitions
made in the present paper correspond to those made
in part I. The only essential difference concerns the
associated four-vector basis.
When introducing five-vectors formally, one has
no means of associating them with four-dimensional
tangent vectors other than saying that a five-vector
u corresponds to the four-vector identified with the
bivector u ∧ e, where e is some directional vector.
The only way one can fix e within the formal theory
is to require that it be of certain length. However,
since the inner product of five-vectors is an object of
study itself, one prefers to have a purely “kinematic”
relation between the four- and five-vector bases, and
the only sensible choice is to take Eα = eα∧e5. This
means that
Eα = ξ
1/2λe5 × (the equivalence class of eα). (56)
Considering that ξ (λe5 )
2 = h(e5, e5), from formula
(55) one obtains the relation between the components
of g and h derived in part I:
gαβ = h55hαβ − hα5hβ5.
Furthermore, if ∇µn = 0, then G
5
5µ = (λe5)
−1∂µλe5 ,
and for the four-vector connection coefficients corre-
sponding to basis (56) one has
Γαβµ = G
α
βµ + δ
α
βG
5
5µ,
which is exactly the relation obtained in part I. Fi-
nally, if one assumes that flat space-time possesses
the symmetry considered in subsection A, then in any
orthonormal standard five-vector basis one will have
G55µ = 0 and G
5
αµ = − κηαµ,
where κ = ξ1/2 (if we had taken e = −n, we would
have had κ = − ξ1/2).
Let me also say a few words about the equation for
the first covariant derivative of h. Straightforward
calculations similar to those made in part I give the
following result:
{∇Uh}(v,w)
= κg(U,V)h(w,n)
+ κg(U,W)h(v,n),
(57)
where it is assumed that v ∈ V and w ∈ W. Since
for any v one has κh(v,n) = ξ ·λv, this equation can
also be presented as
{∇Uh}(v,w) = ξ g(U,V)λw + ξ g(U,W)λv. (58)
It is easy to see that for an arbitrary nonzero e ∈
E the bivectors v ∧ e and w ∧ e correspond to
the four-vectors ξ1/2λeV and ξ
1/2λeW, respectively.
Thus, by multiplying both sides of equation (57) by
ξ (λe)
2 = h(e, e) one obtains
h(e, e){∇Uh}(v,w)
= κg(U,v ∧ e)h(w, e)
+ κg(U,w ∧ e)h(v, e),
which is exactly the equation for ∇h obtained within
the formal theory of five-vectors.
D. Operator ∇ and matrix g with five-vector indices
Above I have introduced the covariant derivative op-
erator, ∇U, which differentiates five-vector fields in
the direction specified by its argument—by the four-
vector U. As a consequence, the corresponding con-
nection coefficients, GABµ, have indices of two kinds:
two five-vector indices A and B and one four-vector
index µ. This is not very convenient in those cases
where indices of different kinds have to be permuted,
for any relation with such permutations is valid only
if the four- and five-vector bases have been chosen
accordingly.
This inconvenience can be easily eliminated if in-
stead of ∇U one considers the operator ∇u, defined
by the relation
∇u = ∇U for u ∈ U. (59)
It is obvious that ∇u is absolutely equivalent to ∇U.
However, unlike the latter, it formally depends on a
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five-vector. It is evident that ∇u = ∇(uZ) for any
five-vector u, so for any e ∈ E one has ∇e = 0. Op-
erator ∇u is the analog of the operator ∂u that acts
upon scalar functions, and relation (59) is the analog
of the relation
∂u = ∂U for u ∈ U.
It is natural to introduce the notation ∇A ≡
∇eA . Then, in any standard five-vector basis
one has ∇5 = 0 and ∇
(with a five-vector index)
µ =
∇
(with a four-vector index)
µ . In view of this, I will use
the same carrier letter ‘G’ to denote the connection
coefficients corresponding to ∇A:
∇AeB = eC G
C
BA.
Then GABµ with a five-vector µ will equal G
A
Bµ with
a four-vector µ in any standard basis, and rules (47),
(48), (50), and (51) will apply to GABC without any
changes. In addition, one will have a fifth rule: that
in any standard five-vector basis,
GAB5 = 0.
In the usual manner one can derive the transfor-
mation formula for GABC , corresponding to the basis
transformation e′A = eBL
B
A:
G′ABC = (L
−1)ADG
D
EFL
E
BL
F
C + (L
−1)AD(∂FL
D
B)L
F
C .
If both bases are standard, one will have G′AB5 =
GAB5 = 0 and
G′ABµ = (L
−1)ADG
D
EνL
E
BL
ν
µ + (L
−1)AD(∂νL
D
B)L
ν
µ,
which is the usual formula for transformation of con-
nection coefficients.
In a similar manner one can deal with four-vector
indices in gµν . Actually, I have already defined the
corresponding five-vector quantity in subsection 1.F,
where it has been denoted as h′. From now on, in-
stead of h′(u,v) I will use the notation g(u,v), so
formulae (5) and (6) will acquire the form:
g(u,v) = g(U,V)
for u ∈ U and v ∈ V, and
h(u,v) = g(u,v) + ξ · λuλv. (60)
It is evident that g(u,v) = g(uZ ,vZ) for any five-
vectors u and v, so for any e ∈ E one has g(u, e) = 0.
If one now introduces the notation gAB ≡ g(eA, eB),
then in any standard five-vector basis one will have
g55 = gα5 = g5α = 0
and
g
(with five-vector indices)
αβ = g
(with four-vector indices)
αβ .
¿From these formulae and equations (47) and (48)
of subsection A it follows that in any standard five-
vector basis
∂µgAB − gCBG
C
Aµ − gACG
C
Bµ = 0,
which means that g regarded as a five-tensor satisfies
the equation ∇g = 0.
The latter equation and formula (60) enable one to
obtain the following expression for the first covariant
derivative of the inner product h regarded as a five-
tensor:
{∇uh}(v,w) = ξ {∇uλ}vλw + ξ λw{∇uλ}v,
where {∇uλ}v ≡ ∂uλv − λ(∇uv). Comparing this
expression with equation (58), one can see that the
latter is equivalent to the following simpler equation:
{∇uλ}v = g(u,v). (61)
E. Forms associated with five-vectors
As in the case of any other type of vectors, one can
consider linear forms corresponding to five-vectors.
Such forms will be denoted with lower-case boldface
Roman letters with a tilde: a˜, b˜, c˜, etc., and their
space will be denoted as V˜5. To distinguish a p-form
associated with five-vectors from a p-form associated
with four-vectors I will call the former a five-vector
p-form and the latter a four-vector p-form.
Five-vector 1-forms have all the properties common
to linear forms in general. In addition, they have sev-
eral specific features, which are due to their associa-
tion with five-vectors, and it is these latter properties
I will now consider.
The existence of two distinguished subspaces in V5
results in the existence of two distinguished subspaces
in V˜5. The first of these subspaces is made up by all
those 1-forms from V˜5 whose contraction with any
five-vector from E is zero. It is evident that this sub-
space is four-dimensional, and I will denote it as Z˜.
The other distinguished subspace is made up by all
those 1-forms that have a zero contraction with any
five-vector from Z. This subspace is one-dimensional,
and I will denote it as E˜ . It is easy to see that Z˜ and
E˜ have only one common element—the zero 1-form,
and that V˜5 is the direct sum of Z˜ and E˜ . The com-
ponents of an arbitrary five-vector 1-form w˜ in these
two subspaces will be denoted as w˜Z˜ and w˜E˜ , respec-
tively.
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If eA is a standard five-vector basis and o˜
A is the
corresponding dual basis of five-vector 1-forms, then
o˜α ∈ Z˜ for all α. The fifth basis 1-form will not nec-
essarily be an element of E˜ : this will be the case
only if all eα ∈ Z. The same conclusions follow
from the transformation formulae for the dual ba-
sis of 1-forms, corresponding to the transformation
e′A = eBL
B
A from one standard five-vector basis to
another. Since in this case (L−1)α5 = 0, one has
o˜′ α = (L−1)αB o˜
B = (L−1)αβ o˜
β ,
but
o˜′ 5 = (L−1)55 o˜
5 + (L−1)5β o˜
β.
If eA is a passive regular basis, then o˜
5 ∈ E˜ and
< o˜5,1 > = 1. This particular five-vector 1-form will
be denoted as ˜.
The fact that Z is isomorphic to V4 enables one to
establish a natural isomorphism between Z˜ and the
space of four-vector 1-forms, which will be denoted
as V˜4. Namely, to each five-vector 1-form w˜ from Z˜
one can put into correspondence such a four-vector 1-
form W˜ that for any five-vector u ∈ Z one will have
< w˜,u > = < W˜,U >, where u ∈ U. It is evident
that this isomorphism can be extended to a map of
V˜5 onto V˜4, which will be a homomorphism but will
not be a one-to-one correspondence. In the standard
way, this latter map defines an equivalence relation
on V˜5:
u˜ ≡ v˜ iff their images in V˜4 are equal. (62)
This enables one to regard V˜4 as a quotient set and
four-vector 1-forms as equivalence classes. It is not
difficult to see that the equality of the images of u˜
and v˜ in V˜4 is equivalent to u˜− v˜ ∈ E˜ . The relation
between V˜4 and V˜5 is thus similar to the relation be-
tween V4 and V5, however, unlike the latter, it is not
preserved by parallel transport, as it will be shown
below.
The parallel transport of five-vector 1-forms is de-
fined in the standard way: by requiring that it con-
serve the contraction. Consequently, if GABµ are con-
nection coefficients for a standard five-vector basis,
then for the corresponding dual basis of 1-forms one
has
∇µo˜
A = −GABµo˜
B, (63)
and from formulae (47) and (48) one obtains that
∇µo˜
α = −GαBµo˜
B = −Gαβµo˜
β = −Γαβµo˜
β.
This means that 1-forms from Z˜ are transported into
1-forms from Z˜ and that the isomorphism between
Z˜ and V˜4 is preserved by parallel transport. From
formula (63) it also follows that
∇µo˜
5 = −G55µo˜
5 −G5βµo˜
β,
which shows that in the general case, 1-forms from E˜
are not transported into 1-forms from E˜ , so equiv-
alence relation (62) is not invariant under parallel
transport.
As in the case of any other vector space, each in-
ner product on V5 defines a certain correspondence
between five-vectors and five-vector 1-forms. Since
one has two inner products on V5 — g and h, there
are two such correspondences, which I will denote as
ϑg and ϑh, respectively. By definition, ϑg(u) is such
a five-vector 1-form that
<ϑg(u),v> = g (u,v) for any v ∈ V5. (64)
The definition of the 1-form ϑh(u) is similar. It is
evident that both ϑg and ϑh are linear maps of V5
into V˜5. If u
A are components of some five-vector u
in a certain five-vector basis, then the components of
ϑg(u) and ϑh(u) in the corresponding dual basis of
1-forms are gABu
B and hABu
B, respectively. Since
the matrix hAB is nondegenerate, this means that
ϑh is a one-to-one correspondence and is a map of
V5 onto V˜5. It is also easy to see that ϑh(Z) = Z˜
and ϑh(E) = E˜ . By contrast, ϑg is neither a one-
to-one correspondence nor a surjection. It is evident
that ϑg(u) = ϑg(u
Z) = ϑh(u
Z), so ϑg(Z) = Z˜, but
ϑg(E) = {0˜}. Consequently, one can use gAB only
to lower five-vector indices. Raising indices with gAB
is possible only if one confines oneself to five-vectors
from Z and to 1-forms from Z˜.
All this is in agreement with the general theorem
that asserts that the following three statements are
equivalent: (i) the correspondence between vectors
and linear forms induced by a given inner product is
injective; (ii) this correspondence is surjective; (iii)
the inner product is nondegenerate.
Another general theorem states that the correspon-
dence between vectors and linear forms is invariant
under parallel transport if and only if the correspond-
ing inner product is covariantly constant. Since g, as
a five-tensor, satisfies the equation ∇g = 0, one has
[ϑg(u)]
transported = ϑg(u
transported)
for any u. Alternatively, this can be expressed as
∇v[ϑg(u)] = ϑg(∇vu)
for all u and v, which means that the lowering of
five-vector indices with gAB commutes with covariant
differentiation.
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As it has been discussed earlier, the nondegenerate
inner product h is not covariantly constant, and so in
the general case, [ϑh(u)]
transported does not coincide
with ϑh(u
transported). Consequently, the lowering and
raising of five-vector indices with hAB does not com-
mute with covariant differentiation, and one should
take special care whenever these two operations are
performed on the same five-tensor.
In section 5 of part I I have introduced the five-
vector 1-form x˜, which by definition coincides with
the fifth element of the 1-form basis dual to an active
regular five-vector basis. Comparing this with the
definition of the 1-form ˜, one finds that x˜ = ς−1 · ˜.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that for any five-vector
v,
λv = < x˜,v > .
Substituting this expression for λv into the definition
of ∇λ, one finds that
{∇uλ}v = ∂u < x˜,v > − < x˜,∇uv >
= < ∇ux˜,v > .
Substituting this latter expression and definition (64)
into equation (61), one obtains that
< ∇ux˜− ϑg(u) ,v > = 0
for any five-vector v, which means that
∇ux˜ = ϑg(u) (65)
for any u, which is nothing but equation (38) of part
I. In equation (65) the 1-form ϑg(u) can be presented
as a contraction of g regarded as a five-tensor of rank
(0, 2), with the five-vector u. Considering also that
∇ux˜ = < ∇x˜,u >, one can present equation (65) as
∇x˜ = g.
Let me finally say a few words about five-vector
p-forms with p other than 1. It is a simple matter
to see that any five-vector p-form s˜ with p > 1 can
be uniquely presented as a sum of two terms: (i) a
p-form made only of 1-forms from Z˜ and (ii) a wedge
product of the type t˜ ∧ ˜, where t˜ is a (p − 1)-form.
In the following, these two terms will be referred to
as the Z˜- and E˜-components of s˜, respectively, and
will be denoted as s˜Z˜ and s˜E˜ . It is easy to see that
at p = 1 this definition agrees with the definition of
the Z˜- and E˜-components of a 1-form given above. It
is obvious that a five-vector 5-form has only the E˜-
component, and it is convenient to take that for any
0-form f ,
f Z˜ = f and f E˜ = 0.
The application of five-vector forms in exterior dif-
ferential calculus will be discussed in detail in part
IV.
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